Thank you for choosing me to be your permanent makeup artist and I will do my best to provide you with permanent makeup procedures that enhance your natural beauty. I will work with you to achieve your desired goal and will only do work that suits your facial features, skin health and to provide you with a timeless makeover. I prefer not to follow trends in the makeup industry as trends change, and your skin will age so it is important to me that your tattoo provides you with lasting beauty. I work slowly to ensure that you are comfortable with the full procedure, and sometimes will perform the first appointment with a lighter touch to allow you to get used to your new look.

Consultations are complimentary. At your consult together we will decide on a complimentary Brow/Eyeliner/Lip shape, color and technique that will provide you with the best results. Consultations can be done in person, online or by phone. For brow symmetry issues and color correction in person consultations may be required. It is very important to remember that no two sides of your face are alike, and I will do my best to make both sides match. One of the most famous saying for artists like me is that “Brows are Sisters not Twins”. With that said, sometimes we need to remove some of your natural brow hair to achieve symmetry but this will always be discussed prior and I always try to reshape your new brows using as much of your natural hair as possible. I am also able to predawn an image on your photo to give you an idea of how your finished makeup will look.

Permanent Makeup Appointment. Together we go over treatment forms, shape and desired color for outcome of your Permanent Makeup. Pre-Numbing will be applied for approximately 20 minutes, then an outline of the desired shape will be drawn on the skin. While you are still numb an outline done with the digital machine, and a stronger secondary numbing will be applied. When the final outline is shaped, you will be sat up and able to get an idea of what your new permanent makeup will look like. Then I proceed with depositing ink into your skin to achieve your desired look.

After Your Permanent Makeup Appointment. You may be slightly swollen and may need to heal initially for the first few days with not being fully healed until 4-6 weeks. If possible, you will be booked in after one week for a checkup, and then a perfecting appointment at the 6/8-week post healing stage. The area may look darker and larger during the healing process so please do not plan on going to any important events where you need to look your best for the first 5-7 days. Please read aftercare instructions for further information.

Pre-Appointment for all Procedures: When you come to your appointment make sure you have bathed that day, eaten sensibly, are well hydrated and have limited caffeine intake. Avoid alcohol for 24 hours prior, and one week prior please stop taking: Vitamin C, oil Vitamins, aspirin or anything that may act as a blood thinner. If your skin and or (lips) are very dry or flaky please use an exfoliant and moisturize well one week prior to your appointment. No makeup can be worn on the areas that have been freshly worked on for up to 5+ days. It is recommended that you do not get the area wet for the first 48 hours, and for the first 5 – 10 days no sweating, hot tubs, pool/lake swimming. Please purchase an ice gel pack with saran wrap to help with swelling after your appointment. No tanning pre or post appointment for one week. Please check health requirements on consultation/health form.

Eyebrows: Skin area must be healthy and free of fresh scaring at time of treatment. You may consider having your brows waxed and or tinted at your consultation appointment. If you wear glasses please bring them with you, and you may wear your normal makeup on your brows to match color and desired shape to this appointment.

Eyeliner: It is very important that you stop any lash growth serums 3 weeks prior to appointment to avoid eyeliner smudging outside of desired line. Please remove all eye makeup and lash extensions prior to appointment and purchase a new mascara to start using 5 days after eyeliner procedure. Do not wear contacts for 24 hours. You will be able to drive after this appointment, but please bring sunglasses as your eyes may be light sensitive.

Lips: If you have EVER had cold sores/fever blisters/herpes on or around your lips, you MUST obtain prescription ZOVIROX/VALTREX from your doctor. Start prescription 3 days before and 4 days after procedure (or follow the doctor’s instruction). Failure to take this anti-viral medication may result in an outbreak which will compromise the results of your lip procedure. Please make sure lips are well moisturized and not chapped for your appointment. The lips will look very intense and swollen for 2-3 days depending on the individual. Usually the scab will peel off after about 3 days. During this time the color will look quite pale, only the lip line will show a light color. Be patient until the skin matures which will take at least 4-6 weeks, at this point you can see a more natural result.
Avoid eating spicy and salty food. Use straw to drink for the first a few days.